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Abstract
EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations show that for a H-mode JET discharge (92168)
the dominant atomic neutral deuterium source at the separatrix originates from
the inner divertor target. Within JETTO-EIRENE neutral sources are placed
at the X-point and outer midplane (OMP). For fixed electron and ion temperature, transport and neutral temperature it is observed that the 1/ne,ped scaling
(from reference the Neutral Penetration model (NPM) [1]) is observed when
fueling at the OMP but not at the X-point. This is due to measuring the resultant density profiles at the OMP. When measuring the X-point fueling cases
along the same coordinate which neutrals are injected along the 1/ne,ped scaling
is observed. Experimentally this scaling could be checked by remapping experimentally measure pedestal density profiles to a coordinate in the Z direction
which intersects the X-point. Furthermore EUROPED [2] could accept a density profile defined on this coordinate system which would negate the need for
a E factor, assuming that neutral source enters exclusively at the X-point.
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Introduction

The core, Pedestal and SOL are interlinked, with conditions in one affecting the
other. Stiff core profiles [3] mean an increase in the pedestal height causes an
increase in the core profile which is optimal for fusion performance. The SOL
provides boundary conditions to the pedestal which have also been shown to
affect the MHD stability of the pedestal [4], [5].
The atomic neutral deuterium (from now on just referred to as ’neutrals’)
source from recycling at the divertor target is typically an order of magnitude
greater than the gas puff [6], [7] (depending the divertor configuration and the
gas puff position poloidally) in the high recycling regime in JET . This implies
that the gas rate may potentially play a second order role in setting the density
pedestal. Experimentally, it is unclear whether gas injection can effect the
density pedestal or what indeed controls the density pedestal profile. However,
it is clear that density pedestal is dependent on many other parameters, for
example the divertor configuration, plasma current and triangularity [8] [9] [10]
[11].
A model to predict the pedestal is critical to predict future performance.
Models such as EPED [12], [13] attempt to predict the pressure pedestal assume
the pedestal density height, ne,ped and width, ∆ne as an input. The density
profile is not always known a priori unless it can be controlled by engineering
parameters such as gas injection rate, which as previously stated is not always
the case.
The only analytic model (at least known to these authors) to predict the
density pedestal is the neutral penetration model (NPM) [14]. The key prediction of the NPM is that the density pedestal width, ∆ne , is proportional to
1/ne,ped . Experimental evidence however shows that predictions made by the
NPM are not observed [8], [15], [16]. Modelling with BOUT, a fluid turbulence
code, coupled with a simple analytic model for neutrals, showed a reduction in
∆ne for increase ne,ped [17]. Modelling using the KN1D code (1D kinetic neutral code) showed no change in ∆ne for an increase in ne,ped for C-mod but for
DIII-D a change in ∆ne was observed for increase in ne,ped . Work by reference [16] showed that NPM is not valid when considering inter-ELM evolution.
However, the NPM has been successfully used within the EUROPED code [2]
which is similar to the EPED model but incorporates a model for the density
pedestal prediction via the NPM (using the 1/ne,ped scaling). Prediction by
the EUROPED model are sensitive to the poloidal fueling profile characterised
by the E factor, defined within the NPM, which accounts for the poloidal flux
expansion between the measured (poloidal) position of the density profile, and
the poloidal position of the dominant source of neutrals crossing the separatrix.
Furthermore the E factor also has dependence on gas rate seen in equation 9 of
reference [2]. The NPM implies that the position at which the dominant atomic
neutral source crosses the separatrix is critical for pedestal predictions.
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The neutral penetration model

An analytic way to calculate the density profile is the neutral penetration model
(NPM) [1]. The NPM is based on a balance between the incoming atomic
neutral flux, the ionisation source and diffusive electron particle transport. For
simplicity we define the model along a coordinate xinj which the neutrals are
injected along (thus removing the E factor which is defined in reference [1]):
d2 ne
= nn (xinj )ne (xinj )Si
(1)
dx2
dnn
v0
= −nn (xinj )ne (xinj )Si
(2)
dx
where Dc is the core diffusion coefficient on closed flux surfaces, Si is the ionisation source, nn is neutral density, ne is electron density and v0 is the neutral
velocity. The neutral source is assumed to originate only at separatrix at xinj .
Equating equations 1 and 2 a second order differential equation can be derived, the solution to which is a tanh function. Once boundary conditions are
applied an equation for the density profile can be derived:




ne,sep
Si
ne (xinj ) = ne,ped tanh tanh−1
−
ne,ped xinj ,
(3)
ne,ped
2v0
Dc

where ne,ped is the density pedestal height (corresponding to the density at
xinj → −∞), ne,sep (corresponding to density at xinj = 0) is the density at the
separatrix. We point the reader to references [14] and [18] for more detailed
derivation of equation 3 and details on the solution to differential equation
(including equation 3) can be found in reference [19].
A key prediction from equation 3 is that assuming tanh−1 (ne,sep /ne,ped ) is
small compared to the other term, the characteristic distance to achieve ne,ped
from the separatrix (∆ne ) is then:
∆ne =

2v0
Si ne,ped

(4)

This equation provides a simple analytic equation to calculate the pedestal width
(∆ne ) and provides the scaling ∆ne ∝ 1/ne,ped which is measured along xinj .
This scaling is key for density pedestal predictions and will be examined later
in the results section.
Typically the ∆ne is given at the OMP, as experimentally this is where
pedestal profiles are approximately measured in JET, but the neutral source
may enter elsewhere (poloidally). To transform between the poloidal position
at which the neutrals enter (xinj ), to a the poloidal position where the density
profile is measured (xm ) is achieved by:
xinj = xm · f (θinj )/f (θm ),

(5)

where f (θinj ) = dxinj /dψ and f (θm ) = dxm /dψ where dxinj is the local flux
surface spacing along xinj and dxm is the local flux surface spacing along xm
3

both given in he ∇ψ direction (i.e. perpendicular spacing). We define E =
f (θinj )/f (θm ) as per reference [1]. The physical motivation for f (θ) is to account
for the increased real distance between flux surfaces at the neutral injection i.e.
f (θinj ) position compared to the measurement position (i.e. f (θm )). In this
case E = dxinj /dxm which represent the poloidal flux expansion. This results
in equation 4 having the E factor in the denominator of ∆ne is to be calculated
at xm .
Reference [1] assumes that E takes a scalar value and can only vary as
function of poloidal angle and does not vary along xinj however importantly it
is found this is not the case (Fig. 1 - red line). The E factor varies significantly
along xinj especially over the region of strong ionisation, shown by the red
dashed line Fig. 1 chosen for a point in the simulation neutral scan (X-point
fueled case with the neutral influx equal to 31 × 1021 s−1 ). This simple finding,
that the poloidal flux expansion from X-point to OMP can vary significantly
over the flux surfaces on which ionisation occurs, is an important result from
this work. As will be shown below, it means that when neutrals are injected at
the X-point, the 1/ne,ped scaling predicted by the NPM can be satisfied along
the injection coordinate, while at the same time being a poor match to profiles
along the OMP coordinate.
In figure 1 the E factor is calculated using the EDGE2D [20] grid (which was
used to set the boundary conditions for JETTO-EIRENE described in section
4) because the rows align with ∇ψ which is required to calculate the E factor.

3

JETTO-EIRENE simulations of a JET H-mode
pedestal

A recent JET H-mode discharge (92168 at 44.62 s, 1.36 M A/1.9 T ) operated
in a tile 5 divertor configuration was chosen for this study as both the pedestal
and core were well diagnosed and a well constrained EDGE2D-EIRENE [20]
[21] [22] simulation was available, which was critical in setting the JETTOEIRENE boundary conditions. The 1D transport code JETTO [23] was run
in interpretive mode (i.e. fixed non-varying profiles) for the electron and ion
temperature (Te , Ti ) and predictive mode for the electron density (ne ). A fixed
diffusivity was used for the particle transport D⊥ = 0.05 m2 s−1 taken from
the EDGE2D-EIRENE simulation in the pedestal region. The JETTO separatrix boundary conditions were taken from aforementioned EDGE2D-EIRENE
simulation. The separatrix boundary conditions were as follows: electron density (1.68 × 1019 m−3 ) , electron temperature (116 eV ) and ion temperature
(480 eV ). Note for the presented simulations tanh−1 (ne,sep /ne,ped ) << 1 which
is consistent with the assumptions needed to derive equation 4. The EIRENE
kinetic neutral model [21] requires the integrated neutral influx at the separatrix (7.75 × 1021 s−1 ) and the average neutral energy on the separatrix (156 eV )
which were also taken from the previously stated EDGE2D-EIRENE simulation.
The variation of the density profile as calculated by JETTO-EIRENE were
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Figure 1: Poloidal flux expansion factor E (defined in section 2) as a function
of radial distance at the outer midplane. The coloured solid lines show the E
factor calculated at different poloidal locations as per the legend. The outer
midplane is the reference viewing location thus E=1. The dashed red line is
the ionisation source for X-point fueled case with neutral injection rate equal to
31 × 1021 s−1 and the pedestal width for this case is plotted as the vertical red
line.
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studied for a static equilibrium (taken from EFIT at 44.62s) when the neutral
source is varied for a fixed particle diffusion and temperature profiles. In this
setup only a change in the ionisation source driven by cold neutrals (i.e. equal to
156 eV ) and/or hot (charged exchanged) neutrals can affect the density profile.
The position of the neutral source is set at the separatrix either at the OMP or
X-point (fig. 2 red and black lines), such that the source is always approximately
perpendicular to the flux surfaces (at the separatrix). The initial velocity vector
/ injection coordinate, xinj , is either the red line in Fig. 2 for the OMP fueling
or the black line in Fig. 2 for the X-point fueling. It should be noted that
the black (solid) line in Fig. 2 does not follow ∇ψ. Although EIRENE is 3D,
toroidal symmetry is assumed. Furthermore since JETTO is a 1D code and so
any poloidal asymmetry in the neutral source is translated into a flux surface
average to calculate the ionisation source and thus the density profile, which is
given as a function of OMP real coordinate. In the initial simulations unless
otherwise stated charge exchange is turned off and the ionisation rate coefficient
for deuterium comes from HYDHEL database (Eq. H.2 2.1.5, in reference [24]).
Note that the effective ionisation rate usually used in EIRENE is dependent
also on the local electron density, however, this dependence is very weak (see
figure 6 [25]). For all simulations the neutral recombination process in EIRENE
is turned off.

4
4.1

Results
EDGE2D prediction of neutral fluxes at the separatrix

EDGE2D-EIRENE shows that the dominant source of neutrals which reaches
the separatrix comes from the inner target (Fig. 3) for the discharge in question
(92168 outlined in section 3), which is consistent with the analysis from reference [6]. Activating only specific neutral sources in EIRENE, the inner target,
outer target or neutral gas puff, and then evolving EIRENE for one time step,
allowed the observation of which source provides the most neutral flux across
the separatrix.

4.2

Predicted JETTO-EIRENE pedestals

Pedestal heights and widths were extracted from the density profiles calculated
by JETTO-EIRENE using a modified tanh (mtanh) fitting method [26].
Equation 1 in reference [26] is fitted to the JETTO-EIRENE density profile. Note JETTO-EIRENE provides no information about the SOL. Within
equation 1 [26] the parameter asol can potentially take two different values, 0
implying density goes to zero outside of the SOL or -ne,ped due to the definition of equation 3. As such all figures containing ne,ped and ∆ne will be plotted
with an error bar such that the limits of these error bars show the calculated
ne,ped and ∆ne for each choice of asol . The proceeding figures will also show the
average between asol = 0 & - ne,ped for ∆ne and ne,ped which will be shown as a
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Figure 2: Equilibrium used for the JETTO-EIRENE simulations denoting the
injection location of the point source of neutrals (on the separatrix) at the outer
midplane (red) and X-point (black). The extent of the line demonstrates the
direction of the inital velocity vector of the neutrals.
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Figure 3: Neutral source at individual poloidal locations along the separatrix.
Each line shows the neutral particle flux density crossing the separatrix ( as
a function poloidal location) which originate from a particular neutral source.
Blue line - inner target, red line - outer target and the green line is the sum
off all neutral sources. Note that negative direction is towards the core. The
extremes of the x axis are located in real space adjacent to each other and show
the X-point shown by the vertical black lines.
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marker. This average ne,ped & ∆ne will be used to calculate normalised χ2 fits
of the 1/ne,ped scaling. For the presented mtanh fits (to the density profiles) the
normalised χ2 ranged from 2 × 10−4 to 0.01 with an average of 3 × 10−3 .
Equation 3 and equation 1 in reference [26] have different definitions of the
pedestal width, ∆ne . For a correct comparison ∆ne from the mtanh fit should
be compared to the 2·∆ne from equation 4.

4.3

Pedestal scaling assuming xinj along the OMP

When the neutral source is placed at the OMP it is observed for a neutral source
scan from 7.75 × 1021 to 93 × 1021 (increasing in factors of two) particles per
second that the 1/ne,ped scaling is followed - star markers on figure 4a and the
fitted red dotted line (which has very small χ2 ). This result was to be expected
as the simulation were set up to satisfy all the NPM assumptions: flat electron temperature profile (in this case = 800 eV) so that the effective ionisation
rate is constant (as it is only dependent on electron temperature), charge exchange process is turned off in EIRENE and the profile is measured along xinj at
the OMP where the neutral source is also placed (i.e E=1). Therefore similar
agreement with equation 3 was found. The inputs to equation 3 were as follows: ionisation cross section at p
800 eV, E=1, ne,ped = density value in the core,
ne,sep = 1.68 × 1021 and v0 = 2kT /m where T=156 eV, k is the Boltzman
constant and m is the mass of a atomic deuterium. Furthermore, if ∆ne from
the tanh fit was compared to the 2·∆ne from equation 4 they too would also be
equal.
Assuming the experimental electron and ion temperature profiles from 92168
and CX is turned on the 1/ne,ped scaling is still observed (square markers Fig.
4a and black dotted line which also has a small χ2 value).
The same analysis was done for the neutral source at the X-point (xinj along
the black line in Fig. 2) instead of the OMP. The profiles are measured (xm )
at the OMP. For both the flat and experimental temperature profiles cases, the
1/ne,ped scaling is not recovered when measuring along the OMP coordinate,
xm (Fig. 4b, χ2 is large for the 1/ne,ped fits). Note also the drop in ne,ped when
fueling at the X-point compared to the OMP (comparable markers and colours
Fig. 4a & Fig. 4b)

4.4

Pedestal scaling assuming xinj along the X-point

The 1/ne,ped scaling is observed when fueling at the X-point when the profile is
measured along xinj at the X-point (Fig. 5). However it is not recovered when
measured along the OMP (red dashed line Fig. 2 which has very large χ2 value).
Both sets of simulations using either flat temperature profile or experimental
temperature profiles now follow the 1/ne,ped scaling. The χ2 of the 1/ne,ped fits
reduce significantly for comparable lines in figure 4b and fig. 5. To capture
the radial variation in the spacing between flux surfaces ∆ne and ne,ped were
re-calculated using the x-axis of the mtanh along xinj at the X-point given by
the by black line in Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: A neutral source scan where the neutral source is placed either at
the (a) outer midplane or (b) X-point. ∆ne and ne,ped are calculated using a
modified tanh (mtanh) fit [26]. The x-axis for the mtanh fit [26] is taken to
be the coordinate at the OMP (red line in figure 2). The stars represent a
simulation set up with a flat temperature profile and charge exchange (CX)
turned off and the squares using the experimental temperature profiles and CX
turned on. The dashed lines are the 1/ne,ped scaling fitted using a normalised
χ2 fit. The neutral source scan shown here ranges from 7.75 × 1021 to 93 × 1021
particles per second as shown on the legend of the plot denoted by changing
colour. The error bars extremes show different fitted ne,ped and ∆ne for different
offset parameters - asol = 0 & -ne,ped for equation (1) in reference [26]. The
markers are an average between these two cases.
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Figure 5: A neutral source scan where the neutral source is placed at the Xpoint. ∆ne and ne,ped are calculated using a modified tanh (mtanh) fit [26]. The
x-axis for the mtanh fit [26] is taken to be the coordinate at the X-point which
neutral source is injected along (black line in figure 2). The stars represent
a simulation set up with a flat temperature profile and charge exchange (CX)
turned off and the squares using the experimental temperature profiles and CX
turned on. The dashed lines are the 1/ne,ped scaling fitted using a normalised χ2
. χ2 = 3 × 10−4 for the red dashed line and χ2 = 0.009 for the black dashed line.
Neutral source scan shown here ranges from 7.75×1021 to 93×1021 particles per
second as shown on the legend of the plot denoted by changing colour. The error
bar extremes show different fitted ne,ped and ∆ne for different offset parameters asol = 0 & -ne,ped for equation (1) in reference [26]. The markers are an average
between these two cases.
The results from figures 4a and 4b would point to the conclusion that having
the neutral source at the X-point and measuring it at the OMP is the reason why
the 1/ne,ped scaling is not observed. The NPM states that the 1/ne,ped scaling
should be predicted when neutral source and measurement position are in the
same location (i.e. both are along xinj ). If measuring elsewhere (i.e. at different
poloidal angles) an E factor needs to be considered, which the NPM assumes
to be scalar. However it is already been shown (Fig. 1) that E is a function of
xinj and provided, E varies over the order of ∆ne .

5

Discussion

This work only addresses part of the problem of a density pedestal prediction
model - for a fixed temperature, transport profiles and neutral velocity, allowing
only the density to vary in response to ionisation and CX from a separatrix
point sources of atomic neutrals. In reality the neutral source is poloidally
distributed at the separatrix (Fig. 3) which could effect the density pedestal.
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It is likely that the neutral source, transport [27] and stability are all coupled,
all having the ability to affect each other. The importance of each process is
not yet fully understood. Ideally testing with EUROPED and a coupling to a
pedestal transport model would ultimately be needed to confirm whether the
1/ne,ped scaling is followed in more realistic cases.
Within this analysis CX has been discounted as potential mechanism for affecting the density profile. However it should be noted that CX in the SOL/divertor
and fast reflection at the divertor targets could play a role in setting the density
profile [28]. This analysis has only examined CX within the confined plasma
and such cannot capture CX or fast reflection from outside the separatrix.
To derive equation 4 and hence the 1/ne,ped scaling the term tanh−1 (ne,sep /ne,ped )
has to be ignore in equation 3. Within the present simulation set tanh−1 (ne,sep /ne,ped ) <<
1 . Simulations have been conducted where tanh−1 (ne,sep /ne,ped ) ≈ O(1) .
However they were not conducted over a large enough range of ne,ped to conclude whether the 1/ne,ped scaling was observed, as such future work should
address this point.

5.1

Potential improvements of the NPM

Moving the neutral source from the OMP to the X-point is the single cause of
the disagreement of the prediction of the 1/ne,ped scaling from the NPM (Figs.
4a and 4b) when measuring ne,ped and ∆ne at the OMP. Fig. 5 shows for an
X-point neutral source, that when the density profiles are remapped from the
OMP coordinate (red line Fig. 2) to xinj at the X-point (black line Fig. 2) and
used for the mtanh fitting, the 1/ne,ped scaling is observed, because E(xinj ) is
accounted for.
Assuming the transport and temperature profiles are fixed, and that the
dominant neutral source is a point source at the X-point, experimentally measured pedestal profiles (e.g. from a gas scan experiment) could be remapped
to the X-point and the 1/ne,ped scaling checked. If experimentally verified, EUROPED [2] could accept a pedestal pressure profile along a X-point coordinate
(e.g. black line in Fig. 2) rather than the standard OMP coordinate. This then
would negate the need to have an E factor in equation 4 which EUROPED uses
to calculate ne,ped based off a fixed ∆ne because xinj = xm . This is based on
the assumption that the all of the neutral source enters at the X-point (i.e. the
black line on figure 2), the density is a flux surface quantity and indeed the
ionisation source is the driving factor in changing the density pedestal.
The E factor is found to be radially varying at the X-point (Fig. 1). The
NPM assumes the majority of neutral source enters at one poloidal location
which can be characterised by a scalar E factor. In reality it is likely the poloidal
source enters over some poloidal angle and neutrals do not move perpendicular to
flux surfaces. This could be one potential explanation as to why 1/ne,ped scaling
may not be observed experimentally (even when remapping to the X-point).
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6

Conclusion

EDGE2D simulations show that the majority of the atomic neutrals which cross
the separatrix originate from the inner divertor target for the particular JET
case considered, low density H-mode plasma (horizontal divertor configuration,
1.3 MA). This motivated the consideration of the neutral source at the X-point
in JETTO-EIRENE (Fig. 3) . A neutral source scan in JETTO-EIRENE
demonstrates that fueling at the X-point breaks the 1/ne,ped scaling when the
resultant density profile is observed at the OMP (Fig. 4b). The 1/ne,ped scaling
can be recovered for the X-point fueling cases when remapping the density
profiles from the OMP to the X-point (red to black lines in Fig. 2) because
the coordinate at which the neutral are injected along is now the same as the
mtanh fitting x axis (Fig. 5), i.e. xinj = xm . Hence when fueling at the OMP
and observing the resultant density profile at the OMP the 1/ne,ped scaling is
observed (Fig. 4a). The same being true for fueling at the X-point that the
1/ne,ped scaling is observed when measuring the resultant density profile along
the coordinate which the neutrals are injected (i.e. along the X-point black line
Fig 2).
Assuming that the temperature, transport and neutral velocity are fixed and
that neutral source enters only at the X-point the observed 1/ne,ped scaling could
be experimentally observed. This can be achieved by remapping a experimental
gas scan to the X-point. Furthermore, density profiles could be provided to SOLpedestal integrated models , such as EUROPED, using a coordinate intersecting
the X-point line (i.e. black line in Fig. 2). This would negate the need for an E
factor, assuming that the dominant neutral source for the pedestal enters at the
X-point (i.e. the source moves along the injection coordinate) and is responsible
for setting the density pedestal.
Future work would need to relax the static temperature and transport profiles, to examine their impact on the 1/ne,ped scaling. Such an endeavour would
use an EPED like scaling [12] and/or MHD pedestal stability and a pedestal
transport model. Furthermore it would provide insight into which process
(transport, neutral source or stability) has the dominant effect on setting the
density pedestal.
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